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Every woman wants: A LEADER:
A man of conviction/ consistency/ commitment/ courage
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Every woman wants A LOVER:
A man who is a partner/ curious/ vulnerable/ a pursuer
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The biblical prototype: the PROPHET.
 He listens to God’s voice
 He obeys
 He has a growing, active spiritual life
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I Corinthians 14:1-5
 Something to strive for: v. 12 “excel”/ v.39 “earnestly
desire”
 v.3 speaking to people for up-building/ encouragement/
consolation...
 v.29 not infallible (“weigh what is said”)
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Prophecy/ conviction is: “Speaking in your own words
something God has brought to mind.”
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What does a woman want?
A MAN WHO EXPECTANTLY & HUMBLY LISTENS AND OBEYS
GOD’S VOICE
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Foundations of conviction:
 Humility: he a man under Authority I Cor. 11:1
 Learner: constantly seeking more of God Eph. 4:15
 Expectant: seeing God’s hand in all of life Phil. 2:13
 Unafraid to follow: John 6:68
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How can a MAN grow his conviction?
1) knowledge of the Word:
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Informational Reading
-- large bites
--understanding
--history & theology
--analytical

Transformational Meditation
--small morsels
--personal application
--active and powerful
--yielded and willing
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2) Prayer:
Adoration
Confession
Thanksgiving
Supplication

3) Brotherhood:

Questions for discussion:
1) How does my spiritual conviction affect my wife’s emotional
world?
2) Has God spoken to you about an important decision, a deep
burden, or a new direction? How did this draw your wife closer to
you?
3) Did anything in the video testimony remind you of something your
wife needs from you?
4) Pray for each other!
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